
COMPUTER APPLICATIONS TO
BOOK CATALOGS AND LIBRARY SYSTEMS

Donald H. Stromberg

Librarians must look to the future information needs of a coun-

try expanding in population, technology and educational requirements.
The "information explosion" is placing an additional strain on exist-

ing methods of providing information rapidly and economically.
A library seeking to develop a modern information retrieval

program has many existing services from which to choose. The prob-
lem is to define the program that will best serve the present library
users and leave room for flexible action in the future, and then to

pick a combination of services that best match these objectives.
Documentation Incorporated (Doc Inc) of Bethesda, Maryland,

was founded in 1952 by the late Dr. Mortimer Taube, and has been

engaged in developing modern information retrieval systems for

government and industry. A key concept that is now emerging is the

development of mechanized or computerized data banks. This data

bank concept is a plan for organizing a single set of data for produc-

ing many products. The traditional library card catalog or data bank,

long the key to finding materials in the nation's libraries, today is

getting competition from book catalogs. Using data bank techniques
to keep a library catalog updated, Doc Inc computer systems generate

printouts of the catalog which are used to produce bound books for

distribution to library users. In effect, the book catalogs are carry-

ing the traditional card catalog, literally, into the homes and offices

of users instead of requiring them to trek to the library to find out

if the information they want is available. The computer is used to

produce several indexes (such as subject, author, and title) in vari-

ous formats from a single file of data and is particularly effective if

the catalog data bank is standardized.

Despite the wide variety of ways libraries catalog books, most
differences are variations of the Library of Congress cataloging sys-
tem. By using the LC catalog system as a basis or standard for
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building the data bank, most libraries can be provided with just the

index information they need by selecting only those items that apply
from the LC data bank. An LC data bank system can produce book

catalogs for many libraries from the same data, with provisions for

handling special information.

Having introduced the general concept of Documentation Incorpo-

rated, the following questions should be answered: (1) Why book cata-

logs? (2) Why use a computer to produce book catalogs? (3) Why
develop a catalog data bank? Each of these questions is inter-

related in terms of cost, standards, service, and advancements in

technology.

(1) Why Book Catalogs?

There are advantages and disadvantages to both book catalogs
and card catalogs. However, it is interesting to note that the card

catalog for all practical purposes is a little more than seventy years
old and was preceded by book catalogs. In a paper, "Book Catalogs
Versus Card Catalogs," by Irwin H. Pizer, the present trend back to

the book catalog made possible by recent advances in computer tech-

nology is analyzed and advantages and disadvantages are compared. 1

To quote a final statement, "We have gained most of the advantages,
have minimized a few of the disadvantages, and, indeed, can look for-

ward like Dr. Pangloss to a computer produced catalog which will be

the best possible one, in this best of all possible worlds."

Book catalogs can cut costs by eliminating the purchase or pro-
duction of cards for multiple locations, the expense of card file main-
tenance and card cases, and the freeing of prime space now occupied

by bulky card catalog cases. They offer more service by providing

complete holdings catalogs in bookmobiles; cataloging and order sec-

tions; local, school, branch, and cooperating libraries; reference

desks; university schools, departments, and residences; and offices

of researchers. They can save staff time by eliminating card catalog
maintenance activities such as typing cards and headings, sorting,

filing, reviewing, and replacing. Book catalogs are as easy to use as

a telephone directory users are generally more familiar with refer-

ence books than with card files. Page scanning allows faster location

of entries with similar entries and headings, quickly compared at a

glance.

Finally, with advancements in computer technology, the quality

of the computer final product has been greatly improved. The first

advancement was the introduction of both upper and lower case char-

acters directly printable from the computer. The second is the de-

velopment of photocomposition equipment which is capable of taking
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computer generated tapes and composing, with graphic arts quality,
the book catalog entries. The quality of the computer produced cata-

log, which in the past has concerned many librarians, has greatly

improved.

(2) Why Use a Computer to Produce Book Catalogs ?

Computers are high speed data processors, ideally suited for

performing many repetitive clerical tasks, providing that the de-

cisions required can be limited and explained. The scope of the re-

quired decisions and the volume of the data to be processed are key
factors in deciding what data processing equipment is to be used. It

is important to realize that there is a wide range of computers with

varying limitations not the least of which is the craftsman or com-

puter specialist who puts this tool to work. Electronic Accounting
Machines (EAM) card processors are quite limited and should not be

confused with the memory stored-program computers that utilize tape
and disc storage devices as well as punched cards. Card processors
have inherent limitations when scanning, compressing, selecting, and

sorting data which are required to meet the challenge of the filing

rules and variations of catalog information.

Computers are used to produce book catalogs because they offer

cost savings, flexibility, consistency, and selected retrieval. The
converse of this statement is also true when the tool is applied im-

properly. An experienced computer specialist would not use this tool

solely as a reproducing device. Similarly, a librarian would not send

a catalog card to a printing firm to produce one copy. The profes-
sional should know his tools and when and how to use them. A com-

puter pays off only when it produces the right information on demand,
but what comes out depends not only on what is put in, but on how it

is done.

(3) Why Develop A Catalog Data Bank?

The concept of developing a catalog data bank is a key factor in

utilizing the computer to produce book catalogs. Cost savings and

standardization of catalog information are the major benefits derived

from this concept. The Council on Library Resources has granted

$130,000 to the Library of Congress for a pilot program of distribut-

ing library catalog data in machine readable form. Under this grant
the Library of Congress will also study the value and feasibility of

providing this service to libraries on a broad scale and a continuing
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basis. Successful completion of this project can reduce even further

the cost of computer generated book catalogs, if the primary content

of the data bank is standardized to the LC cataloging.
In adopting a cataloging standard such as LC, a library can also

experience a substantial reduction in individual cataloging require-
ments. This is not to say that cataloging will not be required in the

future, but since many libraries utilize LC catalog cards in whole or

in part, cataloging can be limited to those titles that have not been

processed by the Library of Congress.
Professional librarians should have little fear of automation

creating unemployment. To quote from the "National Inventory of

Library Needs," by Edwin Castagna, concerning the professional

staff, "The national shortage in professionally trained staff to meet
ALA standards in these libraries would be around 100,000. The data

on present staff are for 'professional positions filled' and not pro-

fessionally trained librarians. "2 In reviewing the various reports in-

cluded in the National Inventory of Library Needs, it is apparent from
the deficiencies highlighted that there is good reason to limit original

cataloging to those items not cataloged by LC if it does not greatly
aid the use of the library collection.

Using a Computer to Produce Book Catalogs

This section explains the process used to produce a book cata-

log from Documentation Incorporated 's computer equipment consist-

ing of an IBM 1410 and 1401 tape system. Figure 1 illustrates the

general systems flow for computer production of book catalogs.

Figures 2-7 are actual samples derived from the Baltimore County
Public Library book catalog project.

Each step in the general systems flow is described briefly as

follows:

The Catalog Card. The catalog card, which is normally placed
in the card drawer, is the primary source of input for computer pro-

cessing. This is particularly true for those titles that have already
been cataloged or are processed by a national organization such as

the Library of Congress. When the individual library system per-
forms the cataloging, a standard input form should be used for re-

cording the pertinent data. The use of a standard form with pre-

printed identification of each data element to be included in the

computer file eliminates the need for additional machine coding and

can be used in the ordering process.
To secure a book catalog, a library must provide an identifi-

cation number for those titles contained in or added to its collection.

The identifying number for titles cataloged by LC is the LC card
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number and is used by the individual library to call the title from the

data bank for the book catalog. Those titles not cataloged by LC re-

quire an identification number and processing using the standard input
form.

Coding, Editing, and Proofing. The first function in the process-
ing is that of coding and editing the catalog information for machine

preparation and is only necessary for those titles not already included

in the data bank master file. A typical BCPL entry that has been
coded and edited is illustrated in Figure 2. The handwritten marks
or "tags" identify each element of catalog information and are used

throughout the computer system for selecting, formatting, and gener-
ating field descriptions. The standard input form, used by a library
to catalog titles that are unique to its collection, should contain the

tag identifiers.

Machine Preparation. The machine preparation function con-

verts the written information into machine language. An 80-column
Hollerith (IBM) card is the most popular form of computer input. In

preparing the catalog entry for the computer system, each tagged
item is key punched into a card. If the information for an item ex-

ceeds the card limit of 80 columns, a second or third follow-on card

is prepared. A special code is punched to indicate that the following
character is to be capitalized when required.

The conversion of written information into machine language

may also be accomplished effectively using punched paper tape or

optical scanning equipment. The state of the art of optical scanning
still requires rigid control of the source document format and char-

acter style.

Computer Edit and Update. The computer edit and update phase
of the processing system performs the file maintenance and is sepa-
rate from the actual generation of the book catalog. Emphasis is

placed on maintaining an accurate data bank file. The five basic

steps of this phase follow:

a. Read the punched cards and create a magnetic tape of the

card information.

b. Sort the magnetic tape into ascending order.

c. Edit the information to determine if the tags and machine
codes are properly encoded.

d. Update the existing master magnetic tape file with the new
information.

e. Print the proof listing of all changes to the file in upper and

lower case.

The IBM 1401 performs steps (a) and (e) and the IBM 1410 per-
forms steps (b)-(d). A new magnetic tape file is created during the

updating process and reflects the latest version of the data bank file.

This tape is used as input for the next cycle.
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A sample of the proof listing from step (e) is illustrated in

Figure 3. Errors in coding and machine preparation are corrected

on the proof listing, and the file maintenance cycle is repeated. The

proof listing contains printed information that is not recorded on the

original coded entry. This information is computer generated by
identifying the tags and is used to facilitate proofing and proper fil-

ing. In comparing subject terms on the proof listing, tag 72001 does
not contain the punctuation and capitalization that appear in tag 72002.

This is a computer generated sort field and can be changed in the next

update cycle if it does not conform to the required filing rules. Sort

fields are generated for each major heading and are a very important
feature of this system.

Computer Generated Catalogs. Once a corrected master file

has been created, the generation of the book catalog becomes a me-
chanical process performed in the four steps that follow:

a. Select from the master file the information required for

each of the indexes.

b. Sort the major headings for each index.

c. Format for printing.
d. Print the indexes.

It is the decision of the individual library system that deter-

mines what indexes are necessary and the contents of each index en-

try. Figures 4-7 are reproductions of the actual full page IBM 1401

printout for the subject, author, and title indexes requested by the

Baltimore County Public Library. Variations of the original entry

(see Figure 2) are illustrated in each of the indexes. Examination
will also reveal the series statement as a major heading in the title

index (see Figure 7).

It is important to reiterate the flexibility that is available in

applying computer systems to producing book catalogs. For example,
if a library decides that the next publication of the book catalog should

not have series statements as a major heading in the title index,
there is no need to change any of the entries that have been incorpo-
rated in the master file. This is automatically accomplished by in-

structions to the computer selection program.
Overview Print and Bind. The overview phase of this process

is to insure the accuracy of the final product. It is not necessary to

cut, paste, or strip the computer print-out prior to making a plate for

the printing. In other words, the computer print- out is the camera

ready copy. Printing and binding of the final product is the same

process as for other types of publications.
LC Entries and Photocomposition. The concept employed to

produce book catalogs for the Baltimore County Public Library ap-

plied to producing the sample LC entries in Figure 8. The contents

of the printed entry in each of the indexes are subject to decisions of
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the individual library system. It is, however, more economical to

print the full entry in one index and abbreviated versions of the entry
in the remaining indexes.

Photocomposition enhances the appearance and reduces the num-
ber of pages required in a book catalog. Figure 9 illustrates a sam-

ple photocomposed BCPL catalog page. Photocomposition devices,
which can be driven from computer generated tapes, offer the flexi-

bility of type styles and graphic arts quality available in typesetting.
This process can be justified when the number of pages and copies is

substantial, or the publication is semi-permanent such as an annual

or biennial cumulative book catalog.

Looking Forward

There are many advantages to automating library systems such

as simplifying the ordering and lending processes using computer
techniques. Certainly computers can improve reference services by
making it possible to provide demand bibliographies. However, most
of us are looking to exciting future applications of computers to infor-

mation processing. Wouldn't it be nice to push a few buttons on the

touch-tone telephone that would bring a favorite novel beaming through

your television set at home? Impractical? Today, the answer is yes,
but look at the developments over the past several decades television

and video tapes, computers linked by telecommunications, touch-tone

dialing systems, and last but not least, the catalog card in machine
or computer form.

One major step forward is to have a convenient display of the

contents of the library collections at the user's disposal and the li-

brary collection in a machine form ready to respond to inquiries. The

key to matching the user's need for knowledge about the collection

and the mechanics of the system is the published catalog. Advance-
ments in technology will make this service economical on a wide

basis, but there is a real need for libraries to prepare for the future;

publications and educational programs will be required for the users

in addition to a conversion of the physical form of the collection into

a computerized data bank.
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Cole, Hugh Marshall ^*8<>OX
gOOZ*-Ardennes: Battle of the Bulge. 1965

2 ^0o-(Uni ted States Army in World War II: the

European theater of operations)

^Ardennes, Battle of the, 1944-19^5
** *

Figure 2

A Coded Catalog Card
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ARDENNES, BATTLE OF THE, 1944-1945
Cole, Hugh Marshall Ardennes: Battle of the

Bulge 1965.
66010238 940. S42 C

739.4 :< RT HISII

Cnglind 1949.

RT, in/Ml*

Mtlltl

Figure 4

Subject Entry in Subject Index
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UTHUB CAHLOC

CLAUGHTOH, EDNA

734.3 C 1M2

796.332 C

793.2 C

6010227 904 C
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910.45 C
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LBOUKH, H. TREVOR

COLBY, ELBR1DGE
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COLE, AA
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r..m.r o.ro.

6(010243
COLLIIIS, VILKIE

COHBER, ELIZ
S-. H., S

COMMERCE CLE

b( CK.I. 1965.

Poor Richard'* pollllck. 19
66010250

ONRD, DAVIf EUGENE
ForgolKn f<r.r>. 1965.

(6010251

CQOLEY, JOHN

66010254

6(0102

(60115

COLE, HUGH MARSHALL
Ardennes: Battle of the Bulge. 1965. (United
States Army in World War II: the European
theater of operations)
66010238 940.542 C

RMELIUS, CHARLES OVER

OH ENGLISH

COLLEGE PUtLISHIK CORPORATION

Tr.,.*., .l.loi. ..d for.. 19(5.
(6010263

, HELEN STORK

1 1 Ik. 1965.

Figure 5

Author Entry in Author Index
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AMERICAN GOSPEL OF SUCCESS TITLE CATLOC
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RICAH LOOK TODAY
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68011B51

RICAN LITERATURE
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MM.
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Bon., Hugh AlvIK Jd .d. 1961.
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ARDENNES: BATTLE OF THE BULGE
Cole, Hugh Marshall 196S.

ULETS ANO SUPERSTITIO

66012117
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66010236 940.542 C

SB7 S

915.1 H

66011659

66010491
YROL (A C BARNES)

Sekiek, Vllll 1MO.
660IK76

ART OF ANCIENT IRAN
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6010t4<
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Figure 6

Title Entry in Title Index
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TITLE CDTAIOC

M11VM
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Cro.lj, Sliiilo A

66011613
TRIALS OF THE VOID

L..1., Rlch.rd V.

2d .d. 1965.

TROPHY Or CONOUEST

42.072 C

874.09 S

G<h..n, B.t.
68010528

TU11TED PEOPLE

66011672
TWO DEATHS or QUKCAS tUTEITEU.

A. .do, Jar,. 1965.
66011373

TWO LIVES OF EDITH WHARTOM
Grlfrilh, Cr.c. H.llojg 1MB.

66011644
TVO THOUSAND YEARS Or CALLIGRAPHY

S. 111. or.. H of .rt 1965.
660100(6

UHCLE JQHU'S 0IGINAL IREAD lOOt
Br.u., Jokn R>h* 2d Ml. .d. 1965.'

011446
UHCOMIITTED
(lto, n.lk 1965.

66010790

KACHOECONOniCS

yol..l.. RoKnd Fdg.
66012116

UHCXPLODED MHII

UNHOLY UPROAR

UNIONS lErORE THE BAR

66010639 331.
UNITED STATES AND THE HAWAIIAN II INC DOB

66010052

66012092

UNITED STATES ARMY IN WORLD WAR II: THE EUROPEAN
THEATER OF OPERATIONS

Cole, Hugh Marshall Ardennes: Battle of the
Bulge 1965.

66010238 940.542 C

66010964

66011205

SUPPLEHEHT II. INTERPRETATION
DECEHBEB 31, 19(4 Or SHOUT F1C

HEDICIHE FOB Hr.LANCHOLY

DECADE

S10.9 H

ION SIHCE 1SOO

PC(2)-B. SUBJECT REPOBTS- IKCOBE OF THE ELDERLY

I.

(. 339.2 U

359.97 C

R.f/345 U IMS

27.73 3 1M4

U.S. C....,
6(011270

S. COAST GUARD

U.S. CODE, 1M4 ED

UNIT S, 1964

66011520
U.S. INFANTRY: QUEEN OF BATTLE

Still.. ... BIcK.rd Joi.ph IMS.

UNIVERSAL DECIHAL CLASSir ICAT I CN

Figure 7

Series Entry in Title Catalog
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FISHLOCK, DAVID
Metal colouring. Teddington, R.

Draper* 1962. xii, 393p. illus. (part
col.) 23ctn. Includes bibliographies.

TS653.F53 64-35743
OKLAHOMA. STATE UNIVERSITY OF AGRICULTURE
AND APPLIED SCIENCE, STILLWATER. SCHOOL
OF CIVIL ENGINEERING.

Research publication. Stillwater, 19
no. in v. illus. 29cm. Issued by the
school under the university's shorter
form of name: Oklahoma State
Un i vers i ty .

TA7.045 64-35744
UNITED NATIONS. OFFICE OF PUBLIC
INFORMATION

The International Court of Justice.
[4th ed .

] New York, United Nations
( 1963[ 41p. illus. 20cm. =United
Nations publications. Sales
no. :3.I. 11"

JX1971.6.U47 64-54693

Figure 8

Sample Computer Print of L. C. Entries
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Sample Photocomposed Page


